Where's Art?
A Conversation about Photography, Poetry, and Psychoanalysis
With:
Terrance McLaran, MFT

“Where's Art?”
Heard the echo's mourn
A thousand mourns
Though not a relative among them.”
— DIRT & TIME
by Terrance McLaran

My images and poems reflect an effort to meld my artistic and psychoanalytic sensitivities and are remnants of encounters during ordinary life. I use photography and poetry as portals to access what is at edge of my emotional vision. A camera is a physiological enhancing prosthesis allowing me to see more than my mind can register. When I am still, my optical unconscious alerts me to moments of aliveness—just beyond the periphery of my visual grasp. There are pictorial and word images to be found everywhere, whether apprehended in the daily newspaper or in a decaying leaf or selected from the thousands of dated negatives or candid portraits of people who befriended me, however brief.”

Artist Statement, Terrance McLaran
www.mclarantherapy.com

4 Category 1 Continuing Education Credits
The Arizona Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology is a Non-Profit 501 (C) 3 Organization.

For more information: AZSPP.ORG

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS:
This program, when attended in its entirety, is available for 4 Category 1 Continuing Education Credits. Division 39 is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education for psychologists. Division 39 maintains responsibility for this program and its content. Division 39 is committed to accessibility and non-discrimination in its continuing education activities. Division 39 is also committed to conducting all activities in conformity with the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles for Psychologists. Participants are asked to be aware of the need for privacy and confidentiality throughout the program. If program content becomes distressful, participants are encouraged to process these feelings during discussion periods. If participants have special needs, we will attempt to accommodate them. Please address questions, concerns and any complaints to Arizona Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology at: azsoc.psychoanalyticpsychology@gmail.com
There is no commercial support for this program nor are there any relationships between the CE Sponsor, presenting organization, presenter, program content, research, grants, or other funding that could reasonably be construed as conflicts of interest.
During the program, presenters will discuss the utility/viability of the content/approach discussed (including the basis for statements about validity/utility) as well as the limitations of the approach and the most common (and severe) risks, if any.
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